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Company Overview
Madden Engineered Products, LLC. in Elkhart,
IN since 1952
All production operations exist in Elkhart, IN

“Our Mission is to produce simple, rugged
steam system equipment that will provide
excellent performance and value for our
customers.”

Products Overview
Boiler Blowdown Products

Coolers

Boiler Blowdown Products
Heat

Recovery Systems

3 Styles with 28 Models
 HV, HC, and HX series


Blowdown


6 models of tanks and 10 models of separators

Sample


Coolers

2 Types with 11 Models

Orifice


Tanks and Separators

Meters: Blowdown flow control

8 models: 2 types OM250/650

Function of Madden Heat Recovery
Systems
Madden Heat Recovery Systems
work on the flash steam principle.
When hot boiler blowdown enters
the HC or HV unit, it hits a baffle
causing some of the water to turn to
flash steam. This flash steam is then
sent off to the DA to be reused. The
remaining hot water is cooled to a
safe temperature by the heat
exchanger coil or tube bundle in the
bottom of the unit. The cooled
blowdown is then safely disposed
and the resulting heated up cooling
water is now boiler feed water
supplied to the D/A tank.

BLOWDOWN SEPARATORS
Purpose:
The purpose of a blowdown separator is to cool off the
intermittent boiler blowdown flow so the waste water
can be safely discharged into a public sewer system and
so that the flash steam can be safely vented into the
atmosphere.

Function:
High temperature and pressure blowdown water impacts
the striking plate. Flash steam is created and the
remaining 212°F hot water drains into the aftercooler.
The Flash steam exits to the atmosphere through the
vent connection. In the aftercooler the hot water is
mixed with cooling water to instantaneously
cool the blowdown to a safe temperature. A baffle is
placed to assist the mixing of the two liquids. Both the
blowdown and cooling water are then sent off to the
public sewer.

Aftercooler kit not shown

Blowdown Tanks


Cools via flash steam principle as well as convection cooling



Designed to breakup the blowdown flow by impacting the high
pressure hot water on the steel centrifugal impact plate



Water droplets give up heat as flash steam is formed



Steam is vented into the atmosphere



Retained water remains until cooled to statute limits

Coolers


Miniature heat exchangers designed to reduce
high temperature liquid samples to safe, usable
temperatures for analysis



Tubing: 316 Stainless Steel & Copper, Inconel
is also available though not common



Side shell pressure rating 150 psi



Stainless Steel shell available for the type 1s

Type 1

Type 2

What questions do you have?

